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Treaty With The Ixari

Proposal #59: Treaty Between the Yamatai Star Empire and the Ixari Consensus was submitted to the
Senate of Yamatai in YE 27 where it was unanimously passed.

Ixari

The Ixari were an advanced alien race who inhabited the Kxi'ran System. The YSS Nozomi made contact
with them in YE 27. By YE 32, however, they had removed themselves and all traces of their presence
from the system, presumably to escape the NMX.

Treaty

Whereas the Yamatai Star Empire wishes to recognize and create a state of peaceful and mutually
prosperous relations with the Izari Consensus, we mutually agree to enact and follow to the terms of this
treaty:

1. The Yamatai Star Empire and Ixari Consensus agree to maintain friendly, honest, and peaceful
relations and communications with one another. The Yamatai Star Empire and Consensus agree to make
at least one diplomatic communication with each other per month.

2. The Yamatai Star Empire and Ixari Consensus agree not to commit malicious acts against one another
or employ others to commit malicious acts against one another.

3. Both the Yamatai Star Empire and Ixari Consensus will recognize all ranks and titles bestowed on a
person by the Yamatai Star Empire, its member states, or The Ixari Consensus.

4. This treaty is valid immediately upon approval by both governments (or the leaders thereof) and lasts
forever unless both parties agree to nullify it. Both parties must approve any modifications to this treaty.

OOC Notes

Proposal #59: Treaty Between the Yamatai Star Empire and the Ixari was written by Tyler in 14 Dec
2004. Kim created this article on 2018/01/06 01:16.
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